TIBIA HEAD PLATE
Product summary

VaWiKo lateral Tibia head plate 4.0

RELIABLE RETENTION

provided by large support area
The VaWiKo lateral Tibia head
plate 4.0 grants the surgeon
reliable retention of the reconstructed articular surface in proximal
Tibia fractures. The top priority in
developing this plate was to avoid
reduction loss and consecutive posttraumatic arthroses in the knee.

A significant role is played in fulfilling these requirements by the
direct subchondral positioning of
screws with stable plate anchorage
and particularly by the area of support for the whole plateau which is
as large as possible.

Indications
∙ lateral monocondylar Tibia plateau fractures
types I, II, III, VI in the Schatzker classification,
types 41-B1, B2, B3 in the AO classification
∙ lateral Tibia plateau fractures with and without
metaphyseal fracture components
∙ subtractive valgus repositioning of the Tibia head (high tibial osteotomy)
∙ corrective osteotomies of the proximal Tibia
∙ periprosthetic proximal Tibia fractures

Contra-indications
implants made of cobalt-chrome alloy or
implant steel in the area for treatment
acute infections in the area for treatment
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AT A GLANCE

VaWiKo lateral Tibia head plate 4.0
variable angle-stable holes in the plate head for the secure fixation
of bone fragments
variable angle-stable holes in the plate shaft
cut-out in plate to allow reduction of the articular surface using bone
tamps
different plate versions with 6 or 7 holes in the
plate head and 4 or 8 holes in the plate shaft
anatomically shaped plates with variable angle-stable holes
for using angle-stable cortical screws Ø 4.0 mm
K-wire holes for Ø 1.8 mm K-wires for a temporary fixing of the
plate and reduction of fracture fragments
Material: Pure titanium
Plate lengths: 86 mm and 138 mm - Plate thickness: 3 mm

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

Superbly adaptable for meeting individual requirements
With its variable dorsoventral alignment of the plate and the polyaxiality of the positioning
of the angle-stable screws, the VaWiKo lateral Tibia head plate 4.0 gives the surgeon
excellent opportunities to adapt to the individual requirements of the fracture treatment.
The bilateral design of this anatomically shaped low profile titanium plate, which prevents
damage to soft tissue, can be used on the left and the right. With a range of head widths
and plate lengths in the different variations, the VaWiKo lateral Tibia head plate 4.0 covers
a particularly wide range of indications.

Focus on stabililty
K-wire holes with a diameter of 2.0 mm (for K wires Ø 1.8 mm) permit on the
one hand the preliminary alignment and fixation of the plate and on the other
the temporary retention of reduced joint fragments.
The proximal screw row is for the direct subchondral insertion of up
to five screws and gives reliable support to the complete plateau
surface after reconstruction. For the additional stabilisation and
securing of a autologous or homologous spongioplasty to fill
defects or augmentation with bone substitute, two further
screws can be inserted in the second proximal screw row.
An opening integrated into the plate allows the reduction of indented
fragments of the joint surface while the plate is in place without the
need for an additional contralateral bone window.

PROPERTIES
Plate head:
4- or 5-hole design in the first proximal screw row
2 holes in the second proximal screw row
Plate lengths:
Available with
4 shaft holes = 68 mm and
8 shaft holes = 138 mm
K-wire holes Ø 2.0 mm:
Temporary retention on the articular surface and temporary
fixation on the Tibia shaft
Screwing:
Uses angle-stable Ø 4.0 mm cortical screws
In Germany the system name VaWiKo® is a Registered Trade
Mark. VaWiKo® is derived from the German designation “Variabel winkelstabile Kombination”, which translates into English
as “Variable Angle-Stable Combination”. This system combines
conventional plating technologies with angle-stable locking in
variable angles.
Bone tamps:
The curvature and shape of new types of bone tamp allow the
reduction of indented articular surface in all areas of the plateau
and its filling with autogenous cancellous bone, introduced
cancellous bone or bone substitute without additional contralateral access.
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